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Abstract 
Huynh, D.T. and L. Tian, Deciding bisimilarity of normed context-free processes is in Ze, Theoret- 
ical Computer Science 123 (1994) 183-197. 
Existing decision algorithms for bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free processes require 
at least exponential time. We develop a Z’; (a subclass of PSPACE) algorithm for deciding 
bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free processes. 
1. Introduction 
Bisimulation [17] is an important equivalence notion in algebraic theories of 
concurrency, specially in the calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [16]. It is well 
known that bisimulation equivalence of general CCS expressions is undecidable. 
Therefore, considerable effort has been made to investigate interesting subclasses of 
processes for which bisimulation equivalence is decidable. For the class of finite-state 
recesses, bisimulation equivalence is solvable in polynomial time [15]. In fact, this 
problem is even P-complete [l]. For infinite processes, Baeten et al. [2] proved an 
important result that bisimulation equivalence for the class of normed context-free 
processes is decidable. As the Baeten et al. algorithm is fairly complex, several 
researchers have provided simpler proofs for this decidability result [S, 121. However, 
all these decision algorithms seem to require at least double exponential time. Groote 
announced in [8] a short proof of this decidability result, which implies a nondeter- 
ministic exponential time upper bound. This proof is essentially a more coherent and 
elegant presentation of Caucal’s result [S]. 
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In this paper we improve upon the results in [S, 81 and show that bisimulation 
equivalence for normed context-free processes is in C& the second level of the 
polynomial-time hierarchy. Note that the algorithms in [S, S] are based on the fact 
that each equivalence class of normed context-free processes is finite. Thus, each 
process in an equivalence class is equivalent to the maximal (with respect to the 
standard ordering on strings) process in that class. Therefore, there exists a certain 
idempotent, transfer-preserving function which maps each nonterminal to the maxi- 
mal nonterminal string equivalent to it. As the length of the maximal nonterminal 
string equivalent to a nonterminal is exponential in the worst case, Groote’s algorithm 
yields a nondeterministic exponential time upper bound. The proof of our result is 
based on the observation that two normed context-free processes are bisimilar if and 
only if there exists a certain “eventually idempotent”, transfer-preserving function that 
maps nonterminals to strings of nonterminals whose lengths are polynomial-bounded. 
In this paper, NL, P, NP, co-NP and PSPACE have their standard meanings 
(cf. [6, 111). For k> 1, a problem is said to be in ZE iff it is decidable in polynomial 
time by a nondeterministic Turing machine with a C,P_ 1 oracle, where Cg = P (cf. 
[18]). It is well known that 
NLcPcNP=Z;cC;c ... cPSPACE. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some basic definitions 
and facts. We also recall Groote’s results on the decidability of bisimilarity for normed 
context-free processes. Section 3 contains the main technical results for achieving the 
CI; upper bound. In Section 4 we derive the upper bound. Section 5 contains some 
concluding remarks. 
2. Basic definitions and facts 
In this section, we introduce some basic definitions and facts, and recall Groote’s 
recent result concerning the decidability of bisimilarity of normed context-free 
processes. 
Definition 2.1. A process graph M is a 4-tuple M = (P, Act, 6, qO), where 
(1) P is a set of processes. 
(2) Act is a finite set of (observable) actions. 
(3) 6 c P x Act x P is the transition relation. 
(4) qoEP is the initial process. 
We say that there is a transition labeled by action a from process p to process q, 
denoted by p +a q, if (p, a, q)c6. We write p -+’ (resp. p-+q) if p +’ q for some process 
q (resp. action a). A process p is said to be a terminal process, denoted by p 1, if there is 
no process q such that p-+q. If 
p. -+Qpl +-p2 ... --+-‘Pk, 
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then we call this a (transition) path labeled by action string u1 a2 . . . uk from process p. 
to process pk. We write p. *“I -..‘I pk if such a path exists. In particular, p a’ q means 
that p = q. For a string x, length(x) denotes the number of symbols in x. The norm of 
a process p is defined to be 
norm(p):=min[{length(x)13q: p*xqJ}u{+a}], 
A process graph M is said to be normed if, for all PEP, norm(p) < + (~3. M is said to be 
jinite if P is finite. M is said to be deterministic if 6: P x Act+P is a (partial) function. 
We now define the process graphs specified by context-free grammars in Greibach 
normal form. 
Definition 2.2. Let G = (Vur, Act, I7, S) be a context-free grammar (CFG), where Vur is 
the set of nonterminals, Act is the set of terminals, II is the set of productions and S is 
the start symbol in Var. G is said to be in Greihuch normal form (GNF) if each 
production in I7 is of the form X -+a~, where a is a terminal in Act and CI is 
a nonterminal string in Vur*. Further, G is said to be in m-GNF if the right-hand side 
of each production in n contains at most m nonterminals. G is said to be normed if 
each nonterminal XE Vur can generate a terminal string. 
Every GNF CFG may be regarded as a guarded system of recursion equations over 
the basic process algebra (BPA) (cf. [2]). In fact, every GNF CFG can be associated 
with a process graph as follows. 
Definition 2.3. Let G=( Vur, Act. H, S) be a GNF CFG. The (context-free) process 
graph M, specified by G is M, = (Vur*, Act, 6, S), where 
(1) every ME Vur* is called a (context-free) process, 
(2) fi:= {Xp +‘aflI X+uct~H, ugAct, und c(, BE Vur*}. 
Note that G is normed iff for all XE Vur, norm(X)< + CC. In this case, MG is normed 
and E (the empty string) is the unique terminal process. 
We now reintroduce the notion of bisimulation equivalence, which was originally 
defined in [17]. 
Definition 2.4. Let M = (P, Act, 6, po) be a process graph. A relation R c P x P is said 
to be a bisimulution for M if, for all (p, q)E R, 
l p +’ p’ implies 3q’: q +‘q’ and (p’, q’)E R, 
l q +a q’ implies 3~‘: p ja p’ and (p’, q’)E R. 
Two processes p and q are said to be hisimulation-equivalent (or bisimilur), denoted by 
p-q, if there is a bisimulation R for M with (p, q)E R. 
For two process graphs M and N, one can define the notion of bisimulution between 
M and N in a similar way. M and N are said to be bisimulution-equivalent (or bisimilur) 
if there is a bisimulation between them with the initial processes being related. An 
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important decidability result concerning normed context-free processes is the follow- 
ing theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 (Baeten et al. [2]). Bisimulation equivalence is decidable for processes 
specified by normed GNF CFGs. 
As readiness (failure) equivalence is undecidable for normed context-free processes 
[13], Theorem 2.5 shows the substantial difference between bisimulation and readi- 
ness (failure) equivalence. An even sharper contrast can be observed from the unde- 
cidability of the regularity problem for readiness (failure) equivalence [13] and the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6 (Huynh and Tian [14]). The problem of deciding whether the process 
graph specified by a normed GNF CFG is bisimulation-equivalent to some$nite process 
graph is NL-complete. 
The following well-known facts will be used later. 
Lemma 2.7. Let M =(P, Act, 6, pO) be a process graph. Then, for all p, qEP, p-q ifi 
for all xEAct*, 
l p *x p’ implies 3q’: q j*q’ and p’eq’, 
l q ax q’ implies 3~‘: p ax p’ and p’eq’. 
Proof. See [16]. Cl 
Lemma 2.8. Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence relation. 
From Lemma 2.7 we have that bisimilar processes must have the same norm. 
Lemma 2.9. Let M =(P, Act, 6, pO) be a process graph. Then, for p, qEP, pttq implies 
that norm(p) = norm(q). 
Before recalling Groote’s result we prove the following “split” lemma (see also [S]). 
Lemma 2.10. Let G =( Var, Act, l7, S) be a normed GNF CFG. Then, for all c(, a’, fi and 
PIE Var*, crj3~a’fi’ and norm(u) = norm(a’) ifSc(tfa’ and ptffi’. 
Proof. The “if” part follows from Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9. For the “only if” part, let 
xEAct* be such that 
length(x) = norm(x) and CY =c-~E. 
Thus, a/?~*cl’fl’ implies, by Lemma 2.7, that, for some y, Co aXy and bt-?yfi’. Since, 
c$~a’/Y and norm(a) = norm(cr’), we have, from Lemma 2.9, that norm(b) = norm(fY). 
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It follows, again from Lemma 2.9, that y = E. This implies that fiti/?‘. Moreover, it can 
be seen that 
{(a, a’) 1 a/?tfa’~’ and p-/3’} 
is a bisimulation. Hence clcta’. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.10. 0 
We now briefly describe the result in [S]. 
In the following, let G = (Var, Act, I7, S) be a normed m-GNF CFG and II be the 
number of nonterminals in Var. X, Y, . . . range over Vur and a, j3, . . . range over Vur*. 
Letf: V’ur+ Var+ be a function. We extendfto a homomorphismf: Vu/al*+ Vur* by 
letting f(c):=& and f(Xcr):=f(X)f(cc). Moreover, we write f”(X):=X and 
f’+‘(x):=f(f’(x)). 
Definition 2.11. We say that a function f is norm-preserving iff, for all XE Vur, 
norm(f(X))=norm(X) and that f is idempotent iff f’=f: Further, f is said to be 
transfer-preserving iff for all XE Vur, 
l X +‘a implies 3/3: f(X) -“/I and f(a)=f(/?), 
l f(X) -+’ B implies 3a: X +’ CI and f (a) =f( /I). 
One can easily show the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.12. Let g : Vur-, Vur+ be a norm-preserving function. Then, for all CLE Vur*, 
norm(z) = norm(g’(a)), for all i>O. 
Proof. By induction on i. 0 
The main technical result in [8] is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.13 (Groote [S]). For all CI and fi in Var*, attg ifSf(cc)=f( fi) for some 
idempotent, transfer-preserving function f: Vur-+ Vur+. 
From Theorem 2.13, we obtain a nondeterministic exponential-time algorithm for 
deciding bisimilarity of normed context-free processes. Indeed, as an idempotent, 
transfer-preserving function f is also norm-preserving [8], length(f(X))<norm(X) 
for all XE Var. Thus, the size of such a functionfis exponential-bounded in terms of 
the size of the input CFG G. To verify that arfi, one simply guessesfand checks that 
f is idempotent, transfer-preserving and f(a) =f( /?), 
3. Fundamental result 
In this section we improve upon Theorem 2.13 by showing that the function f 
can be replaced by a certain function whose size is polynomial-bounded. This is 
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accomplished in Theorem 3.6 which yields a YE: algorithm for deciding bisimilarity of 
normed context-free processes. 
Definition 3.1. A function g : Var+ Var + is said to be eventually idempotent if g’=g’+’ 
for some integer i > 0. In this case, we write g* = gi. 
Lemma 3.2. Let g : Var+ Var+ be eventually idempotent. Then 
(1) g* is idempotent. 
(2) Zfg is norm-preserving, then so is g*. 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from Definition 3.1 and (2) from Lemma 2.12. 0 
Definition 3.3. An eventually idempotent function g : Var+ Var+ is said to be suc- 
cessful iff, for all XE Var, 
l X +‘CI implies 38: g(X) +“p and g*(c()=g*(b), 
l g(X)-+“fi implies 3r: X +a~ and g*(a)=g*(fl). 
The following lemma characterizes the property of being successful of an eventually 
idempotent function g. 
Lemma 3.4. Let g : Var+ Var+ be an eventually idempotent function. Then g is success- 
ful ifJ; for all c7E Var*, 
l a -+‘a’ implies j/3’: g(a) -“p’ and g*(x’)=g*(b’), 
l g(cc) -“fl’ implies 3~‘: c( +‘a’ and g*(cc’)=g*( p’). 
Proof. It suffices to show the “only if” part. To this end, consider a string XYE Var* 
with XE Var. On the one hand, let Xx +’ c( 1 cc. We show that there exists some lj’~ Var* 
such that 
g(Xa) +‘p’ and g*(s1ic()=g*(p’). 
In fact, since X +‘E~, it follows from the property of being successful of g that there 
exists some fil~ Var* such that 
g(X) +‘Bi and g*@i)=g*(P1), 
From this we have that 
Letting /I’=flig(c(), we have that g(Xcr) -+‘jY’ and 
g*(cclcc)=g*(cc,)g*(z)=g*(B,)g*(g(a))=g*(Blg(a))=g*(B’). 
On the other hand, let g(Xcc) -+‘t. We show that there exists some CC’ such that 
Xa +‘c(’ and g*(<)=g*(a’). 
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In fact, since g(Xcc)=g(X)g(a), it follows that 
5=51g(a), 
where g(X) +’ (I for some <r E Var*. Again, from the property of being successful of g, 
it follows that there exists some CI~ such that 
X -+‘czl and g*(tl)=g*(al). 
Hence, Xa +“c~ia. Letting (x’= ~,a, we have that 
XC! +O,’ 
and 
g*(a’)=g*(~,~)=g*(~l)g*(g(a))=g*(~rg(~))=g*(5). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4. 0 
From Lemma 3.4, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. Let g : Vur- Vur + be an eventually idempotent function. Then g is 
successful ijfSfoor all czE Vur*, 
l N +‘GI’ implies 3/?‘: g*(a) +‘/I’ and g*(c(‘)=g*(/I’), 
l g*(cr) +‘/I’ implies 3~‘: a +‘cI’ and g*(a’)=g*(p’). 
Proof. To show the “if” part, let XE Vur and X +’ CC Then, there exists some 8’ such 
that 
g*(X) +‘fl’ and g*(rA)=g*(B’). 
Since g*( g(X)) = g* (X), there exists some b 
g(X) -“B and g*(B’)=g*(P). 
such that 
Thus, g*(cc) =g*( 8). Similarly, g(X) --+“fi implies that there exists some CI such that 
X +a c( and g*(cc) =g*(fi). The proof of the “only if” part is simply an inductive 
application of Lemma 3.4. We leave it to the reader. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3.5. 0 
We are now ready to state and prove our key result. 
Theorem 3.6. For all CC, p~Var*, cl*/3 if g*(E) = g*( /I) for some successful function 
g: Var+Var+. 
The proof of Theorem 3.6 is carried out below. We first show the “if” part. 
Proposition 3.7. Let g : Vur-+ Vur + be a successful function. Then 
R={(a,&Vur*x Vur*ig*(a)=g*(/I)} 
is a bisimulation. 
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Proof. Let (c(, fl)~R and c( +’ CI~. Since g is successful, it follows from Corollary 3.5 
that 
g*(a) +‘c(~ and g*(aI)=g*(ccz) 
for some CI~. Now, since g*(a) = g*( p) +’ c(~, it follows, again from Corollary 3.5, that 
there is a PI such that 
B +‘B1 and g*(aJ=g*(@2)=g*(ljl). 
The other half of the proof is similar. 0 
From Proposition 3.7, the “if” part of Theorem 3.6 follows. The proof of the “only 
if” part consists of the following definition and lemma. We assume a total ordering 
(commonly called the standard ordering) <on Vur* as follows: 
rx</3iff 
length(a) < length(p) or 
M is lexicographically smaller than /? and length(a)= length( fi). 
Definition 3.8. The function gmin: Vur-+ Var+ is defined by 
Clmin(X)= 
min {C(E VU+ ( Xttcx and X < U} if any 
X otherwise. 
Lemma 3.9. Let gmin: Var-t Var+ be as dejined in Dejinition 3.8. Then, for all CYE Vur*, 
(l) Srnin(a)= 
i 
some y such that a-y and c1< y if any 
tl otherwise. 
(2) gmin is eventually idempotent. 
(3) gzin(Cc)=mux (y 1 YHC(} and then ggin is an idempotent, transfer-preserving 
function. 
(4) gmin is successful. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.9 is based on the fact that all equivalence classes are 
finite. We only show part (1) and leave the proofs of the other parts to the reader (see 
also Corollary 4.5). We prove part (1) by induction on length(a). This is obvious when 
length(a)=O. For the inductive step consider a=X/? with XE Vur. We have 
gmin(cc)=gmin(X)gmin( p). Since XHg,i,(X) and /?tigmin(P), and since bisimulation 
equivalence is a congruence, it follows that 
XBeSmin(X)Smin(/3). 
Now by the definition of gmin and the inductive hypothesis we have that 
length(X) Q length( gmin(X)) and length( fi)< length( gmin( p)) 
which implies that 
length(XB)dlength(g,i,(X)g,i,(B)). 
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If length(XP)< kngth( gmin(X)gmin( b)), then 01 <gmin(a), and we are done. Suppose, 
otherwise, that length(X@ = length( g,i,(X)g,i”( fi)). Then it holds that 
length(X) = lcngth( g,i,(X)) and length( /I) = kngth( gmin( /I)). 
In this case, if X < gmin(X) or p < gmin( 8), then Xg < g,i”(X)gmi,( B), i.e. C( < gmin(a), 
and we are done. Otherwise, we have X = gmin(X) and /I = gmin( b). This means, by the 
definition of gmin and the inductive hypothesis, that 
X=max{yIXtty} and fi=max{yI/?t-*y}. 
We show that Xp=max {y 1 X/?-+y}. To this end, let 
Y5=max{yIXB*y}, 
with Y~I4ur. We show that 
xg= Y& 
Clearly, Xfi< Yg, gmin( Y)= Y and gmi”(t)=t. Thus, 
Y=max{yI Ytiy} and ~=max{yI~,y}. 
If norm(X)=norm(Y), then, by Lemma 2.10, X/?oYg implies that 
X-Y and p-r. 
Thus, X= Y, which also implies that 
This together with the fact that /I = max {y I /?tty} implies that /3 = 5. Hence X/I = Yg. 
Finally, if norm(X) > norm( Y), there is by Lemma 2.7, an q #E such that qfl-5. 
This implies that XH Yq. Since X< Yq, gmi”(X)#X, yielding a contradiction. 
Similarly, the case norm(X) < norm( Y) is also impossible. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.9. 0 
Lemma 3.9 completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. We finish this section by the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 3.10. Every successful function g : Var+ Var+ is norm-preserving. 
Proof. Since g is eventually idempotent, we have that g*( g(X)) = g*(X) and, hence, by 
Theorem 3.6, g(X),X. Thus, by Lemma 2.9, norm(g(X))=norm(X). 0 
4. Complexity upper bound 
In this section, we show that Theorem 3.6 yields a CP, upper bound for deciding 
bisimulation for normed context-free processes. Assume, without loss of generality, 
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that we are given a normed m-GNF CFG G = (Vur, Act, Z7, S) that contains n nonter- 
minals in Var. The following proposition is crucial in deriving this result. 
Proposition 4.1. Let C(E Var* be a process. Then any process on a shortest path from a to 
E is of length<length(a)+(n- l)(m- 1). 
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that y is a process on a shortest path w from 
CI to E such that length(y)> length(cc)+(n- l)(m- 1). Let o be 
where t =norm(a). We have that 
norm(ui+ 1)< norm(aJ and length(ai+ l)<length(cci)+(m- 1) 
for O<i<t. 
We trace the path w backwards starting at y. Let &, = y. For j= 1,2, . . . , n,,from 
fij_1 (backwards to a), let pj be the first process on the path such that 
length( /?j) < length( /I- 1). Note that those fij, j=O, 1, . . . , n, must exist since 
Zength(y)>length(cc)+(n- l)(m- 1). Note also that on the path between processes Bj 
and /I1 there is no process of length <length(/?j). Let pj=Xjsj with Xj~ Vur for 
O<j<n. 
Clearly, there exist k and 1 with pd 1-c kdn such that Xk=XI, because there are 
only n nonterminals. Let X = Xk = X1. Since, 
norm(X&) = norm( Pk) > norm( /I[) = norm(Xtl), 
it follows that & cannot be a suffix of &. This implies that & must be a process on the 
path from Xk& to Xrtl. Thus, & is a process of length k- 1 on the path between 
Pk = X,& and PI. This is a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that the length of 
any process on a shortest path from CI to E is at most length(a)+(n- l)(m- 1). q 
From Proposition 4.1, we show that gmin is polynomial-bounded in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Let gmin : Var+ Var+ be as dejined in Dejinition 3.8. Then, for all XE Vur, 
[ength(g,i,(X))d(n- l)(m- 1)+2. 
Proof. Let gmin(X)= Ycc with YE Vur and a~ Vur *. Then, Xc* Ycl, and, by Lemma 2.9, 
0 <norm(Y) <norm(X). Now let xEAct+ be of length norm(Y) and Y *‘a. Since 
Xtt Yu, there exists by Lemma 2.7 some YE Vur+ such that 
Xaxy and yea, 
and y is on a shortest path from X to a. Therefore, by Proposition 4.1, 
O<length(y)d(n- l)(m- l)+ 1. 
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Moreover, Xtt Yy and X < Yy. Thus, by the definition of gmin, 
length(g,i,(X))dlength(Yy)~(n- l)(m- 1)+2. 0 
From Corollary 4.2, we can restate Theorem 3.6 as a corollary, 
Var ‘(n-1)(m-1)+2 denotes the set of strings of nonterminals of 
<(n- l)(m- 1)+2. 
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where 
length 
Corollary 4.3. For all cc, BE Var*, E& ifs g*(x) = g*( p) for some successful function 
g: Var--+ Var <(n-l)(m~l)+z 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
In the following we proceed to show the CP, upper bound. We first prove the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 4.4. Let y: Var-+ Var+. The problem of deciding whether g is eventually 
idempotent is in P. 
Proof. Define inductively 
V,:={XEVarlg(X)=X) 
and 
v. ]+ 1 := vju {XE Var / g(X)E VT}. 
Since Var is finite, there is an i<n such that vi= vi+ 1. Then, g is eventually idem- 
potent iff v = Var. To decide whether g is eventually idempotent, one simply computes 
6 and verifies that vi= Var. This can obviously be done in polynomial time. 0 
From Proposition 4.4, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 4.5. Let g : Var+ Var + be eventually idempotent. Then g* =gnml. 
Proof. Since g is eventually idempotent, for each XE Var, there is an i<n such that 
XE vi. This implies that g’(X)=g’+‘(X). Thus, g”-’ =g”. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let g : Var+ Var + be eventually idempotent. Then, for CZE Var*, 
length(g*(a)) is computable in polynomial time. 
Proof. For g(X) = X 1 Xz Xk define the function lj inductively by 
l,(X):=1 and lj+l(X):= i lj(Xi). 
i=l 
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Then, for CI = Y1 Y, . Y,., it holds that 
length(g*(a))= 1 l,_l(Yi). 
i=l 
Clearly, given g and a, length(g*(a)) can be computed in polynomial time. 0 
Lemma 4.7. Let g: Var+ Varf be eventually idempotent and CY, /II, . . , /3k~ Var*. Then 
the problem of deciding whether g*(a) = g* (Bi) for some 1 <i < k is in co-NP. 
Proof. We need only to show that, for any a, /?E Var *, deciding whether g*(c1)=g*( p) 
is in co-NP. For CZE Var*, let [a]j denote the symbol at thejth position in M. Note that 
C7*(a)#C7*(Bi) 
iff there exists a j such that 
Cg*(a)lj+Cg*(B)lj~ 
We note that j is bounded by 
max(lcngrh(g*(a)), lengrh(g*(B))S. 
Hence, the binary representation of j is polynomial-bounded in terms of the size of 
g and 51, /3. Thus, to verify whether g*(cc) #g*( /3), one guesses the binary integer j and 
checks that 
CS*(cc)lj+CS*(P)lj. 
Checking whether 
CS*(cl)lj+CS*(Bi)lj 
can be done in polynomial time, since we can compute [g* (~)]j in polynomial time 
as follows. 
repeat 
Suppose that CZ=X,X~ . . . X,; 
Let XI be such that length(g*(X, . . . X,_,))<j and length(g*(X1 . ..X.))>j; 
Lx:= g(X& 
j:=j-length(g*(X, . ..X._,)); 
until CI = XI; 
return X1. 
Since g is eventually idempotent, we have at most n repetitions. From Lemma 4.6, 
the body of the loop takes polynomial time. Thus, this algorithm is polynomial. We 
conclude that the problem of deciding whether g*(a) = g* (pi) for some 1 did k is in 
co-NP. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. 0 
From Lemma 4.7, we obtain the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.8. Let g: Var-+ Varf be eventually idempotent. Then the problem qf 
deciding whether g is successful is in co-NP. 
Proof. Let g(X)= Yy. For each X +a~, let Y+afil / aPz 1 ... 1 a& be all Y-productions 
each of which has a as the first symbol on the right-hand side. From Lemma 4.7, it 
follows that deciding whether g*(oc) = g* (Biv) for some i is in co-NP. 
Symmetrically, for each Y -+’ /I, let X +aa 1 1 auz 1 .. I aal be all X-productions each 
of which has a as the first symbol on the right-hand side. Again, from Lemma 4.7, it 
follows that deciding whether g*(ai) = g* (by) for some i is in co-NP. We conclude that 
deciding whether g is successful is also in co-NP. 0 
From the above arguments, the CP, upper bound of bisimulation equivalence for 
normed context-free processes follows immediately. 
Theorem 4.9. The problem of deciding bisimulation equivalence for processes spekjied 
by normed GNF CFGs is in Cg. 
Proof. Let G=( Var, Act, I7, S) be a normed GNF CFG and cx, BE Var*. G may be 
assumed, without loss of generality, to be in m-GNF. Applying Corollary 4.3, we 
decide whether ?ttfi as follows: 
(1) guess a function g: Var~Var”‘“-‘)(“-“+2; 
(2) verify that g is eventually idempotent; 
(3) verify that g is successful; 
(4) verify that g*(c()=g*(/?). 
Since g maps nonterminals to strings of nonterminals whose lengths are bounded 
by (n - l)(m - 1) + 2, the size of g is polynomial-bounded. Thus, the guess in (1) is in 
NP. From the previous discussion, step (2) can be done in polynomial time, whereas 
the verification in steps (3) and (4) belongs, by Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 4.8, to 
co-NP. Thus, the above algorithm can be implemented on a polynomial-time 
bounded nondeterministic Turing machine with an NP oracle. We conclude that the 
problem of deciding whether a-p belongs to Z;. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.9. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we show that bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free 
processes belongs to C;. Concerning other process equivalences, Huynh and Tian 
[13] first showed undecidability of readiness and failure equivalences for normed 
context-free processes. Subsequently, Groote and Htittel [9] showed that, except 
bisimulation equivalence, none of the other equivalences in the linear/branching time 
hierarchy [7] are decidable for normed context-free processes. We note that our result 
in this paper implies that all these equivalences for normed deterministic context-free 
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processes are in Cl; since they coincide with bisimulation equivalence for this class of 
processes. Our result also implies that language equivalence for simple CFGs is in CP,. 
We note that Caucal [4] showed that this problem is decidable in deterministic 
exponential time. 
However, the exact complexity of bisimulation equivalence for normed context-free 
processes is still unknown. Alvarez et al. [l] have shown the P-completeness of 
bisimulation equivalence for normed processes in finite process graphs. Huynh and 
Tian [14] have given a log-space reduction of bisimulation equivalence for (general) 
normed context-free processes into the same problem for unary normed context-free 
processes. Thus, the exact complexity of bisimulation equivalence for (unary or 
general) normed context-free processes is somewhere between P and Cl;. It would be 
interesting to close this gap. 
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